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Both Dix and Derickson demonstrate that technical change in the mining

process made working conditions in coal and hard-rock mines more noxious and

more dangerous, at least until the industries could respond effectively to the
unexpected dangers that came with mechanization. These life-threatening condi
tions and the responses of hard-rock miners to them constitute the boundaries of

Derickson's study. By contrast, Dix places the negative effects of mechanical
change?poor health and diminished workers' control?within an insightful and
multilayered analysis of technological innovation, economic fluctuation, corpo
rate decision making, union politics, and state intervention.

Karin A. Shapiro
Yale University

Allen Tullos, Habits of Industry: White Culture and the Transformation of the
Carolina Piedmont. Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1989. xv +

304 pp.

Cathy L. McHugh, Mill Family: The Labor System in the Southern Cotton

Textile Industry, 1880-1915. New York: Oxford University Press, 1987.
192 pp.
As southern businessmen turned eagerly to industrialization after the Civil War,
one natural area for development was a renewed commitment to cotton. From the
late nineteenth century on, textile mills sprang up in southern states wherever local
investment and water power would support them, particularly in the Piedmont

regions of North and South Carolina. As in the early New England mills, these
entrepreneurs were committed to a particular brand of progress, hired outside
experts to build and run their operations, and recruited a labor force from the
surrounding farm population. Unlike their northern counterparts, however, Caro
lina businessmen did not hire largely unmarried female workers. Instead, the new
mill owners capitalized on the increasing poverty of southern agricultural life to
bring entire white families into ready-made communities where every man,
woman, and child was employed in textile production.
This path into the factory, or "public work" as it was called by many of the
new workers, has proved to be fertile ground for studies of industrialization.
Recent literature (much of it coming out of the Southern Oral History Project at the
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill) has documented the rise of the mill
owners, the paternal structure of the mill village, and the ways that southern men

and women "made" a working class that was responsive to a cultural past, a
transitional present, and a mechanized future. The latest additions to this body of
knowledge are Allen Tullos's Habits of Industry, a cultural history of the Piedmont
mill communities that relies largely on oral histories, and Cathy L. McHugh's Mill
Family, a community study of North Carolina's Alamance mill.
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Tullos argues that the industrial transformation of the Carolina Piedmont was

grounded in a particular regional history and worldview that was common to
owners, storekeepers, managers, and workers. Evangelical protestantism provided
the antebellum moral framework for the yeoman-farmer majority, resulting in a

general cultural emphasis on hard work, discipline, and respect for paternal
authority. During and after the Civil War, a few Piedmont farmers went on to
become successful capitalists: Henry Belk turned the profits of his family farm
into a successful chain of retail stores, while D. A. Tompkins and J. Spencer Love
parlayed their family fortunes into cotton-mill empires that came to characterize
the twentieth-century industrial South.
Whether a yeoman farmer went on to industrial success or, as was more likely,
exchanged his failed farm for a three-room house in the mill village, he was marked,
Tullos maintains, by the "characteristic cultural geography" of the Piedmont. Promi
nent among all classes was a deep belief that public life and private relations ought
to be governed by paternal authority. Thus, the mechanisms of control that shaped
a disciplined work force and profitable mills in the Piedmont differed sharply from
those in other regions and industries. Seeking from his Piedmont sources "the fatherly

voices that sought to control," Tullos makes a case for a process of industrial
transformation?among both workers and owners?that was propelled primarily by

principles of hard work and ordered by a cross-class culture of deference to
hierarchical symbols of male authority. In this scenario, children who worked in the
mills for a few pennies a day understood their utter subservience to their own fathers;

wives deferred to their husbands; and everyone in the mill villages was bound by
the paternal authority of the mill owner. Tullos finds similar strains of devotion to
labor and hierarchy?the "habits of industry" ?in the merchant and business classes.
Cathy L. McHugh, while seeking a similar understanding of this important
transformation, poses the problem quite differently in her study of the Alamance
mill. Mill Village focuses on the "internal logic and dynamics of the family labor

system and of the form of mill village paternalism with which it came to be
associated in the South" (4). Throughout the book, McHugh bases her analysis on
the material conditions of wage labor and welfare structures in the mill village.
Unlike Tullos, for whom mill culture is the product of a shared history between
owners and workers, McHugh sees the social conditions and worker discipline of
Alamance as the result of an interactive process between owners and workers.

Although McHugh acknowledges culture as one aspect of this process, she
also stresses the importance of technological change and institutions: schooling
and other welfare work take a prominent place in this study, as do the terms under

which families were employed. Mill paternalism in general and institutions of
community welfare in particular were strategies developed by management to
create a disciplined work force out of individualistic rural people. Another part of
this strategy was employment of entire families. Children provided both a supply of
part-time and cheap labor and a future work force raised within the discipline of
the mill system. Workers too understood family employment as beneficial. Aside
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from extra wages, mothers could be assured that their children were supervised.
That mill owners vested authority in the family could translate into both good
business and power for certain workers: over time, kin networks in the mills
became one route to better jobs and higher wages for mill families; the same networks
also served to stabilize the work force at Alamance to the benefit of the owners.

McHugh argues, in fact, that many working-class fathers were not employed
in the mill at Alamance; that a large segment of the work force consisted of widows

and children; and that family supervision, not paternal authority, was central to

work culture during this transformation. This contrasts sharply with Tullos's
argument that men of all classes preserved their power through "arbitrary terror"
(75) and that women and children believed that "God made man to be the head of
the house" (247). A particularly searing interview by Tullos with mill worker Ethel
Hilliard illustrates this, as do other references to family obedience enforced by the

fear of paternal violence. Many of these latter assertions are hard to evaluate,
however. Although Tullos raises gender as an issue, he does not address gender
politics among mill workers which might have explained this violence more
persuasively as a spur to hard work and obedience rather than to resistance.
Neither book addresses the politics of race. This is a significant omission in
the case of Mill Village since the period covered by the book is also one in which
the politics of white supremacy targeted, among others, the population that was
learning mill discipline. More problematic is the politics of race that Tullos implies
by his use of the term "white culture" in the title of his book. As presented in this

study, there is an assumption that white Carolinians identified themselves as
different from black southerners, but no explanation as to how or why. In the

absence of a racial analysis that explicitly references African-Americans and
white-supremacist politics, the white culture of owners and workers becomes a
somewhat static set of ideas. In fact, black Americans played an important role
during industrial transformation in the Piedmont, as other studies have pointed

out. Black women cleaned both mill homes and mansions; black men performed
unpleasant and unskilled mill jobs that white men refused; and the threat that black
families could replace white families was one way that disgruntled workers could
be reminded of the power of mill owners.

Overall, these books present intriguing questions about industrialization and
the creation of work discipline, and are interesting both as southern history and as
labor history. Tullos, by choosing to focus on cultural heritage as the motivating
force behind industrial transformation, takes a path that other historians are bound
to take issue with. McHugh, on the other hand, successfully pursues the narrower
question of work-force stability but fails to capitalize on some of the interesting
opportunities her work suggests. Together, these books should encourage further
work on the relations between workers and owners in the industrial South.

Claire B. Potter
University of Pennsylvania
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